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it is followed by reference to toraat in Acts 26:4, 
which to the mind of the classical student is regular. 
On p. 40, top, the whole subject of analytic (peri- 
phrastic) verb-forms which are so characteristic of 
N. T. Greek might well have been treated with more 
fulness. Simcox in his Language of the New Testa- 
ment has done good service here. The usage in 
Attic prose is well exhibited in an article in A. J. P. 
4. 29I, which does away with the fashion of calling 
these forms 'Aramaic' since in Plato alone there 
are over two hundred examples. Dr. W. G. Ruth- 
erford in Cl. Rev. for I903 speaks of this as "A neg- 
lected Idiom". The participle, by the way, in this 
construction is attributive and not supplementary as 
stated on p. I95.7. 

Another important matter which seems to be inade- 
quately treated in all the grammars, is the middle 
voice (it lies outside Burton's province). 

A correct and idiomatic use of the middle voice 
is a delicate test of an author's style and feeling. 
Simcox well says (op. cit.) "So far as the middle 
voice shows signs of decay (in the N. T.), it is that 
it is disused, not used inqorrectly". The N. T. 
writers show a good range of use of the middle, 
'indirect' and 'subjective' as well as reflexive ('di- 
rect', which last is overlooked by many of the au- 
thorities. See e. g. Mk. I4.54 0ep,uauz6evoo, of 
Peter warming himself). 

For a study of the enormously enlarged function 
of x'a in this later language, we shall still need 
to refer our students to Burton. The remark in 
Robertson p. I32 that "Instead of the imperative 
we sometimes have l'a (Eph. 5.33)" and the 
citation of Mk. 5.23 on p. I54.5, remind me to 

mention a most illuminating article by A. N. Jan- 
naris in the Expositor, Series V, Vol. IX, p. 296, 
in which he traces the history of this colloquial 
form equivalent to the jussive infinitive, down to 
the modern Greek polite command with w and 
the subjunctive. That no ellipsis was felt in this 
construction, any more than in the similar Attic 
idiom of dTrws with the future (see G. M. T. 271) 

seems the rational explanation. 
But enough! Save to say in closing that the chap- 

ter on indirect discourse is particularly good, and 
that I gladly welcome every help toward the intelli- 
gent study of the Greek of the Bible. 
WELLESLEY COLLEGE. ANGIE CLARA CHAPIN. 

Society and Politics in Ancient Rome. By Frank 
Frost Abbott. New York: Charles Scribner's 
Sons (I909). 

The selection of a title for a book is often a 
difficult task. This is particularly true when the 
book is a compilation of papers, the subjects of 
which may barely admit of the same classificationi 
but are brought together conveniently in one vol- 
tume, having already serVed as magazine articles 

at an earlier date. Under these circumstances the 
title often suggests what is not contained in the 
book, and, on the other hand, does not indicate the 
contents with sufficient exactness. Both of these 
facts are true of the interesting book which we 
are considering. The title, Society and Politics in 
Ancient Rome, leads the student to expect an elab- 
orate work on this important subject, and the reader 
will certainly be disappointed when he discovers 
the form and character of the book. Of the twelve 
articles, four deal directly with political questions, 
six may be classed as referring to Roman society 
and are the fruit of the author's studies in palaeog- 
raphy and epigraphy. Two of the papers, entitled 
Literature and the Common People of Rome and 
Roman Women in the Trades and Professions, are 
published for the first time. 

There are two characteristics which are common 
to all these papers. The author has endeavored, 
and with considerable success, to draw a parallel 
between conditions in ancient Rome and in the 
society of our own day. This is the most striking 
feature of his article enititled The Story of Two 
Oligarchies. It is undoubtedly true that this plan 
of making clear the customs of earlier days by 
referring to those of the present day is exceedingly 
helpful and enlightening. It renders a book attrac- 
tive to the general reader. 

The second characteristic is the popular method 
of treating subjects which are generally handled in 
an abstruse and wearisome way. Professor Ab- 
bott's style is most attractive, and while he im- 
presses us with his scholarship he does not oppress 
us with so much learning as to make the book 
wearisome. The truth of this statement is fully 
maintained by the character of the reviews of this 
book which have appeared in magazines devoted to 
general topics. Such works are of value as arous- 
ing in the student an interest in classical literature 
and in archaeology. For this rea-on the debt of 
classical archaeology to such a writer as Lanciani 
is exceedingly great. 

There are several matters which are deserving of 
correction and to which attention should be called. 
On page 5 the author has quoted an inscription 
giving a reference to Henzen-which, by the way, 
would be clearer as Orelli-Henzen--6977. The form 
of the inscription is not that found in Orelli-Hen- 
zen, but has evidently been taken from the introduc- 
tion to C. I. L. IV, where the reading of Reinsius 
is given. On page 2I4 the author refers to "an of- 
ficial inscription lately found at Aquinum" which is 
dedicated to the younger Cicero. This inscription 
is a falsa, and is so classified in C. I. L. X *704. 
It was given in the old collection by Mommsen of 
Neapolitan Inscriptions but was starred when trans- 
ferred to Volume X of the Corpus. It has also 
been quoted by the writer of the article nomen in 
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Smith's Dictionary of Classical Antiquities, the edi- 
tor of which evidently regarded it as v alid. On 
page 206 the numeral of the footnote is misplaced. 
In the paper entitled The Evolution of the Letters 
of our Alphabet Professor Abbott applies very skil- 
fully the theory of evolution to the development of 
letters. This scientific theory can undoubtedly be 
applied to certain questions of interest in classical 
archaeology, particularly to the development of let- 
ters in the study of palaeography. Unfortunately, 
hiowever, Professor Abbott is wrong in his refer- 
ence to the form of the letter Q. He declares that 
"The form which we find in the earliest Latin 
inscriptions is a circle, or an oval approaching 
very closely to a circle, with a tangential affix drawn 
horizontally to the right from the bottom of the 
circle". Later on, he declares that "out of a variant 
developed a form in wlhich the pendant was drawn 
c'ownward". The form with a downward pendant 
is in fact the original and is the form found in 
the earliest Latin inscriptions, as seen in the Duenos 
inscription in the Forum Inscription, and in the 
first inscription in Ritschl's P. L. M. E. It is the 
form of the Greek prototype. It is, therefore, in- 
exact to say that the form with the tangential affix 
to the right is that found in the earliest Latin in- 
scriptions. 

There are a number of other statements which 
follow in this paper which do not produce full con- 
fidence as to their correctness, and although Pro- 
fessor Abbott's theory is undoubtedly sound, yet it 
can hardly be said that he maintains it successfully 
in his treatment of the letter Q. 
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY. JAMES C. EGBERT. 

Costume in Roman Comedy. By Catherine Saun- 
ders. New York: The Columbia University 
Press (i9o0). Pp. I45. $I.25. 

This volume appearing in the comely dress of 
the Columbia University Series of Studies in Clas- 
sical Philology bears, by editorial preface, the spe- 
cial commendation of Professor Peck's intprimiatur. 

Under the captions of Sources, Terminology, Pro- 
logus, Stock-r6les, and Unusual R6les the author 
presents in methodical discussion the chief evidence, 
literary and artistic, for the conventionis of Roman 
comic costume, and has contributed essentially to 
the interesting subject of Roman scenic antiquities. 
The literary sources are professedly the plays of 
Plautus and Terence, Euanthius, Donatus, Pollux 
and "scattered references mainly from Roman lit- 
erature", with which has been coordiinated the artis- 
tic evidence of the illustrated manuscripts of Ter- 
ence, Pompeian wall-paintings, Campanian reliefs, 
statuettes and Roman terra-cottas. In the use of 
the illustrated manuscripts and of the comedianis 
themselves for the purpose in hand, Dr. Saunders 

has found her chief task and one essentially new, 
though Van Wageningen's chapter De histrionis 
vestitu (Scaenica Romana, I907), of which I find 
tio mention, anticipated, in intent at least, the work 
upon the miniatures. Since the estimate of the 
scenic values of these must vary with the opinioIi 
of their origin and the age represented by them, 
critical consideration is given to the theories in- 
volved, to which is appended the conclusion from 
the present study, "that the artist of the archetype 
was really attempting to represent Greek costumes, 
such as were worn in fabulae palliatae, but that 
either he did not understand the simplest principles 
of Greek dress or his illustrations have been copied 
by persons who were decidedly ignorant of those 
principles" (p. 13). The discussioni of the date of 
this archetype does not advance beyond the pr'os and 
conIs of the question to the expression of a positive 
opinion. Though it is thought that the "signs of 
ignorance" present in all of the four principal manu- 
scripts may discredit the theory of a "very early" 
oate for the original, due allowance is made for 
the supposition of an ancient original which has 
been blunderingly transmitted. Uiiless it be shown 
that these signs are, in given cases, coiii11lon to all 
the maniuscripts concerned, there seems little reason 
to extend the blame for these faults to an "original 
artist". On the other hand, by assuiming an original 
I ictor contemporanieous with the knowni period of 
stage presentations, and ignorant librarii of the 
dates of the miniatures themselves, the main char- 
acteristics of the pictures can in great measure be 
satisfactorily explained. While therefore the study 
does not seem to justify the claim of Professor 
Peck's prefatory appreciation that "it goes far in 
itself to disprove the extravagant beliefs once held 
in their (i. e. the miniature's) antiquity", it has amply 
demonstrated by scholarly analysis their many in- 
consistencies and lack of coherent testimony. There 
is insufficient recognition of the special inferiority 
of 0 for the discussion of costume, yet Dr. Saun- 
ders has used the pictures, so far as accessible in 
reliable reproductions, with great skill and insight in- 
to the significance of the crude attempts at po*rai- 
ture. It remains perhaps to be regretted that it 
has been impossible to follow an altogether com- 
parative method of investigation by which more pos- 
itive evidence might have been possible for the 
authority of the supposed scenic tradition. 

The discussion of terminology involves consider- 
ation of choregus, ornamentan, choragiumii, ornatus, 
oriiare, exor are, vestuinentu11, vestis, and vestits, 
and reaches (p. 26) a pitfall in the categorical state- 
menit that "vesti;newntu occurs but once in Terence, 
in Haut. I41". Verse 903 of the same play shows 
the word, relieved of formulaic strictures. 

Errors in type are Cappodox for Cappadox (p. 
63), pedisegui for pedisequi (p. I23), Cleareta for 
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